Abstract:
Simultaneous multi-slice (SMS) imaging is a popular technique for increasing acquisition speed in echo-planar imaging (EPI) fMRI. However, SMS data are prone to motion sensitivity and slice leakage artefacts, which spread signal between simultaneously acquired slices. Relevant to motion sensitivity, artefacts from moving anatomic structures propagate along the phase-encoding (PE) direction. This is particularly relevant for eye movement. As signal from the eye is acquired along with signal from simultaneously excited slices during SMS, there is potential for signal to spread in-plane and between spatially remote slices. After identifying an artefact temporally coinciding with signal fluctuations in the eye and spatially distributed in correspondence with multiband slice acceleration and parallel imaging factors, we conducted a series of small experiments to investigate eye movement artefacts in SMS data and the contribution of PE direction to the invasiveness of these artefacts. Five healthy adult volunteers were scanned during a blinking task using a standard SMS-EPI protocol with posterior-toanterior (P>>A), anterior-to-posterior (A>>P) or right-to-left (R>>L) PE direction. The intensity of signal fluctuations (artefact severity) was measured at expected artefact positions and control positions. We demonstrated a direct relationship between eye movements and artefact severity across expected artefact regions. Within-brain artefacts were apparent in P>>A-and A>>P-acquired data but not in R>>L data due to the shift in artefact positions. Further research into eye motion artefacts in SMS data is warranted but researchers should exercise caution with SMS protocols. We recommend rigorous piloting of SMS protocols and switching to R>>L/L>>R PE where feasible.
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Introduction
Simultaneous multi-slice (SMS (Larkman et al. 2001; Setsompop et al. 2012 ), multi-band; MB) techniques for functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) substantially reduce the acquisition time of echo-planar imaging (EPI) data (Nunes et al. 2006) , increase temporal and spatial resolution and improve statistical results of functional network analyses (Preibisch et al. 2015; Demetriou et al. 2018) .
Despite rigorous piloting of SMS parameters for large-scale projects (e.g. the Human Connectome Project; HCP), optimal parameters for smaller-scale, often time-limited studies have not been established. When scanning time is limited, HCP recommends using A>>P or P>>A phase-encoding for single resting-state or task-fMRI runs to avoid right/left susceptibility asymmetry (bias) in the aggregate data caused by R>>L or L>>R phase-encoding (PE) (Human Connectome Project 2013).
However, adjusting parameters such as the PE direction can be detrimental to SMS image quality. PE direction influences the direction of susceptibility, flow, motion artefacts, and also determines the direction of aliasing that can lead to "apparent" activation distilled from actual activated brain regions. Artefacts from moving anatomic structures and signal dropout from air-tissue interfaces all propagate along the PE direction. One such anomaly is caused by eye movement. Chen and Zhu (1997) recommend acquiring data along the P>>A direction or employing saturation bands around the eyes to avoid artefacts caused by eye movement. With SMS, however, as signal from the eye is acquired along with signal from simultaneously excited slices, there is potential for signal to spread not only inplane but between spatially remote slices (Todd et al. 2016) . This is referred to as slice-leakage. Although recent methods, such as split slice-GRAPPA (Cauley et al. 2014) , have been developed to reduce slice-leakage artefacts, under certain conditions, they still occur.
In this short communication, we introduce an artefact that is unique to SMS-EPI data, caused in this case by eye movement during image acquisition, but that has broader potential implications concerning more subtle artefacts resulting from real BOLD activation. The artefact was first identified while acquiring P>>A-encoded SMS data for our two recent studies; it covered parts of the temporal lobes, frontal pole/cerebral white matter, lateral occipital cortex and precentral/superior frontal gyri in some individual subjects' data. The temporal signature of the artefact corresponded with signal fluctuations in the eye and the in-plane component resembled eye motion artefacts previously described by others (Chen and Zhu 1997) . The spatial configuration of the artefact was consistent between individuals and coincided with the predicted arrangement based on SMS and GRAPPA (GeneRalized Autocalibrating Partial Parallel Acquisition) parameters used to acquire the data (Todd et al. 2016) . Hypothesising that the issue was caused by signal aliasing from the eye, we were able to replicate the artefact in a healthy adult subject by asking them to blink forcefully. This procedure produced periods of signal fluctuation in expected artefact regions that discontinued during eyesopen rest ( Fig. 1 and Online Resource S1). Although in-plane aliasing from eye movement is a wellknown phenomenon in neuroimaging, the substantial added effect of multiband acceleration on this aliasing has not been addressed. We conducted a series of small experiments to investigate eye movement artefacts in SMS data and the contribution of PE direction to the invasiveness of these artefacts.
Method
Five healthy adult volunteers (3 male, 2 female) were scanned during a simple blinking task, consisting of 7.5 alternating blocks of 20 s forceful blinking and 20 s rest (eyes open blinking naturally), total scan time 5 minutes. The protocol was approved by the University of Reading Research Ethics Committee. All participants provided written informed consent.
Data were acquired on a Siemens MAGNETOM Prisma fit 3T MRI scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) using a 32-channel radiofrequency head coil and the Siemens SMS BOLD (two-dimensional (2D) multiband gradient echo EPI (SMS-EPI)) sequence, optimized for the 32-channel coil. Acquisition parameters were as follows: 2 × 2 mm voxels in-plane; 2 mm slice thickness with 0% slice gap; 68 slices; 192 × 192 mm in-plane field-of-view (FOV); repetition time (TR) = 1.5 s; echo time (TE) = 30 ms; effective echo spacing 0.47 ms; GRAPPA 2 in-plane; fat saturation, PE direction P>>A, MB slice acceleration (MB4).
Study A: To demonstrate that the artefact is reproducible, MB4 SMS data were collected from 4 participants using the P>>A PE direction. To illustrate the robustness of the artefact along this plane, we also collected SMS data using MB2 and PE direction A>>P.
Study B: As the location of the artefact is dependent on the FOV and in-plane angle (Todd et al. 2016) , we collected SMS data from one subject in the R>>L PE direction using both standard and tilted FOV, anticipating that this would reduce the impact of eyelid movement in the brain and instead shift the artefact laterally. Two scans were acquired in this subject using R>>L PE direction, one with a standard FOV and one with FOV tilted to match HCP data acquisition parameters (T > C-20.0 (Human Connectome Project 2013)), a third scan was acquired using P>>A PE direction. All other parameters remained the same as previous scans.
Signal variance over time (i.e. the total timeseries) was calculated for each voxel in the image (pyfMRIqc available from: https://github.com/DrMichaelLindner/pyfMRIqc); regions associated with the artefact were expected to show greater variance compared with unaffected regions. Artefact locations were detected using in-house-designed Matlab software (Mathworks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA), MAP4SL (available from: https://github.com/DrMichaelLindner/MAP4SL). Expected artefact locations (see Fig. 2a ) were determined based on Controlled Aliasing in Parallel Imaging (CAIPI)-related FOV and in-plane GRAPPA shifts associated with the SMS sequence (Todd et al. 2016) . Within each simultaneously acquired slice, two alias locations were expected: one for the CAIPI shift ((FOV/3)*m) and one for GRAPPA ((FOV/3)*m + FOV/2, where m is the number of simultaneously acquired slices) (Todd et al. 2016) . Two control regions were located within the brain spatially isolated from expected artefact regions. A 29-voxel, in-plane mask with radius of 6 voxels was created for each artefact location.
The artefact is event-locked to eyelid movement, whereby shutting the eyelids elicits signal distortions and opening the eyelids results in signal recovery. Periods of forceful blinking result in large repeated changes in signal intensity at artefact positions. Volume-to-volume signal fluctuations were used to evaluate the intensity of the artefact during blinking and non-blinking blocks (Chen and Zhu 1997) . For each masked voxel, the volume-to-volume signal change was divided by the maximum volume-tovolume signal change, yielding a percentage signal change. Mean absolute percentage signal change across all voxels in the mask (29-voxel disk) was determined separately for blinking and non-blinking blocks. The intensity of the artefact at each mask location was then quantified as the difference in mean absolute signal change between blinking and non-blinking blocks.
Results
Study A: Areas of highest signal variance in the brain coincided with expected artefact locations in both hemispheres, as determined by the slice acceleration factor, CAIPI shift and parallel imaging (GRAPPA) factor (Fig. 2a) ; whole brain signal variance for an individual subject is depicted in the left column of Fig. 3 . All subjects demonstrated similar patterns of artefact intensity across blinking and non-blinking blocks. Mean absolute signal change was greatest during blinking blocks compared with non-blinking blocks for all expected artefact regions but not for control regions (Fig. 2b) . The artefact was not limited to the sequences measured above and was also present at expected locations in data collected using MB slice acceleration factor MB2 and PE direction A>>P (Online Resource, Fig. S2 ). This was expected based on projected artefact locations in both instances. Standard motion correction had a limited effect on artefact intensity (Fig. S3 ), as did independent components analysis (ICA)-based motion correction (Fig. S4 ).
Study B: Data for P>>A, R>>L and R>>L tilted acquisitions are shown in Fig. 3 . Adjusting the PE direction to R>>L reduced in-brain artefacts in both tilted and standard FOV positions compared with P>>A data. Only a small region of the frontal pole exhibited some artefact distortion.
Discussion
SMS-EPI provides an unparalleled advantage over traditional EPI techniques in terms of its temporal resolution; however, users should exercise caution when adjusting the PE direction from the wellestablished R>>L or L>>R. Data presented here demonstrate that in SMS data acquired in the P>>A and A>>P PE directions, artefacts caused by eye movement leak into simultaneously acquired slices at positions predetermined by the multiband slice acceleration factor and in-plane acceleration factor. Findings from this research are important for many ongoing studies using P>>A/A>>P phase-encoding with SMS-EPI, whereby researchers are unaware of the potentially detrimental impacts of SMS on image quality. Slice leakage arises from inadequate separation of simultaneously acquired slices during k-space reconstruction. This is possibly due to poor correspondence between training (auto-calibration scans) and real-time data (Setsompop et al. 2012) , as occurs in the case of subject motion (Kelly et al. 2013 ). In the current study, lower signal intensity fluctuations in control regions suggest that head motion alone is not responsible for the artefact reported herein. In addition, standard and ICA-based motion correction techniques (see Online Resources) were unable to eliminate the artefact in the current study, whereas motion effects reported in previous literature were successfully removed from SMS data using ICA-based approaches (Kelly et al. 2013) .
A full-scale systematic investigation evaluating how each parameter affects the severity of nonneuronal artefact leakage is required. Based on the limited number of experiments included in this study, we cannot make any firm recommendations regarding acquisition of SMS-EPI data. However, adjustment of the PE direction to acquire data R>>L was able to minimise the impact of leakage from eye motion even at the single subject level, suggesting that this may be a more desirable PE direction for those embarking on future SMS studies. For those still preferring to collect data using P>>A or A>>P PE directions, adjustment of multiband slice acceleration factor (to ensure that areas of interest are not collected simultaneously with regions of high signal variation) or removal of in-plane acceleration (GRAPPA) from the protocol may reduce the risk of artefacts from eye motion. We recommend thorough piloting of all SMS-EPI sequences prior to data collection and offer researchers a tool to identify potential artefact positions (MAP4SL available from: https://github.com/DrMichaelLindner/MAP4SL).
Artefacts from slice leakage are overtly apparent in this case due to the large signal fluctuations associated with eye movement; however, more insidious inter-and intra-slice aliasing will result from any signal in the image, resulting in apparent activations reproduced from actual activated regions. Use of split slice-GRAPPA may be effective for reducing rates of false positive activation but does not appear to mitigate leakage of more severe signal changes. These issues are sufficient to warrant further investigation and should be considered before embarking on research employing SMS-EPI. 
